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strengthened   by   numerous   loauti.u.i,   • • 1 t...... s   a.iJ.   inclined   in  a 

forward   position   -  nav  be   we'.Jfi    a.<,  a   pr^tt ctivo  device  against 

falling   trees.   This   frame   is  f.'so   useful   to   hold   buck   low   up- 

rooted   vegetative   grr«ttn.   ,rh     inclined   oosition   of   the   blade 

causes   Lh*>   fei I'd   tries   to   full   uiongside   the   tractor  and   al- 

ways   on   the   same   aide   to   ;>rovide   *\>r   easy  collection. 

Ihis   tool   is   also   «.uii.'ole   for   excavation and   ground   levelling 

work;   for  drain ditch dicing   fin  a,  "tiit"   position)   and   to 

collect  and   pile     up  the   «uriIn«   material. 

With  more   than   one   pas;.,   it   uproots   the   embedded   logs.   It   is 

fixed   to   the   C-frime   in   njace  of   the   nngle   blade. 

-   "V"-blade   for   fell inn;   tr^es 

It   is  aade   up   of   two  curved   blades,   converging  at  V.   At  the 

vertex   it  has   a  heavy-duty   •'splitter"'   or  "stinger".   The   cutt- 

ing  parts  are   two  angled   serrated   blac'es  with   sharpened  saw- 

teeth.   Converging  protective  brush   racks   are   welded   to   the 

upper   extremity   o~    .:.'    Ll'.dv   Ao   -•*-'   *h-   v~i»ta + *on   on  both 

sides   of   tho   tractor.      It   has   trônions   hinged   to   the  vehicle 

and   these   substituto   ohe   .-frame   of   the  doxer. 

This   blade    is   v >ry   efficient  aid   p'ok¡>Uve   in   the   felling   oí 

trees,   in  stump   Jigging  aaJ   in   the  destruction   of   the  under- 

growth.   However,    it  cirries  o-.t   a   -ough  und   disorderly demo- 

lition     work   whir .   renders   subsequent   operations  of  gathering 

and   land   clearing   ¡nort   difficult.   Considering   the   destructive 

action   inflicted   u."or.   th:    vef r tu 110,1,    the   "V"   blade   is  used 

when   a  good   output   m'   tr unk-f-at'.-r iz¿   is  not   too   important 

arid   the  prevailing   interest   ,¿   to   rompiez   the  work  rapidly. 

.\n   rubbl"   pi 1 iag   or   ?v :ava+. mr   work-?   onn   be   carried   out  with 

this   blade. 



- Tree Pusher 

This is a rigid frame, made up of two converging 

brackets, hinged to the top of the C-frame of the dozer and 

fixed by moans of forks and pins to the blade. At the vertex 

of the two arms is a tooth or a spur with multiple teeth, both 

well sharpened. The implement is placed on the blade in a straight 

position and has its end pointing upward. 

ft is used in the felling process of tree-uprooting since it 

exerts a much greater forco on the tree-trunk than on the 

ground. 'lhei«-fore, the stump digging operation Ì3 eliminated. 

Hut since the trfe-fe ! 1ing process is very crude and the logs 

and roots are ripv.'d out together, many deep holes are formed 

in the ground and these will eventually have to be filled up 

again. 

There are also solution, of the tree-pusher which completely 

substitute the angle-dozer implement, preserving at the same 

time the hinges and the control by means of hydraulic jacks. 

- Tree boom 

This i.* a frame with a square rack, for both angle and straight 

dozers and can be either detachable or welded. The transversal 

bar of the frame,  supported by angoiar cross members, consti- 

tutes the clement of thrust of the implement and, considerin/ 

its length, can art upon different trunks simultaneously. The 

tree boom is used in medium stock brushwood and can be applied 

both to the angle blade as well as to the brush-remoTing blade 

(as shown in figure). 

1.2.2.   band clearing with chain 

This method is adopted with a good result especially in up- 

rooting the brushwood of an arid or semi-arid type. 



A common na-al u.chcr •:.uia is iu - ' : - >- - pur^e and both 

its ends are attached to the tow bar of two angle dozers, of 

suitable   power   and  ringed   for   f ore J t-s i t^>  work. 

By  moving   in  parallel   line   and at  a   certain  distance   from  one 

another,   the   track-type   tractors drag   the  chain which forms a 

curved   line     and,   when   scrunine;   the   ground,   rips   up   the   vege- 

tation  along  the   strip   or   land  contained  between  the   two   towing 

dozers.      The  dozers  are   placed  a  a  dispnee  which   is  equivalent 

to   1/3   of   the   chain's   length.   The   latter   i*  divided   into   seg- 

ments   to   better  overcome   the   resistances  end   eajh   segment   is 

linked   to   th<^   other   by  .joints.   The   di-pi«; ter   ol   the   chain's   rings 

is   50  +   SÙ  am   (i.V     +        in.-.),   accortan¿   to   the   type   of  vegeta- 

tive  growth     and   to   ilw   class  of   the  uachines   .selected  to   tow 

it.     often,   a   third  an pi •.•-dozor   is   called   in  ur   an   auxiliary 

and   is   equipped   with   a   plate  or  trer   pusher  which   follows   the 

course   of   the   chain   and   intervenes   at   points   of  major  resist- 

ance,   to   loosen   it   fron  any   stubborn     obstruction  and   to   render 

the   operation   more   regular   and  continuous.     The  auxiliary  dozer 

will  handle   rh<-   '"'•U-a:»  of   Ur^-   'irr.-''   *     -<5  vHirh   rannt   be 

uprooted   by  the   -hain.     A-,   ti-.rv   the   chain   is  weighed down  by 

one   or   more   spheres   -   full   oi   filled  with   cera^nt  -  and at a 

set distan"-   between   thai..   This   is  don"   to  prevent   the  chain 

from ridine;  high on   th.-   v-getatioa   instead   of   staying at  ground 

level.      ïhiî.   system   cannot   be  r.dop + od   if   the   terrain   is  wet, 

muddy  or   very   irregular,    .he  uriß/ed ¡yaeros   or   balls  have  a 

diameter   of   ' . ~(.  *   '.80  ta   (3   ft.   )   ins.   +   3   ft.   9   ins.)   and 

a   weight   of  :   +  b   tons.        In  cnain   c"earing,   it   is   preferable 

to   nass   twice   over   the   same  ere«   and   in   perpendicular  direc- 

tions. 



T.*:.!.   Stump Digging 

The stumps which romain buried,because th.» trunk« have 

been »awn or sheared by means of tree-shears or split at the 

foot of the tree, are removed by means of suitable implements. 

- stumper for stump-digging 

As for all land-clearing equipments, different versions are 

available. Essentially, the implement consists of a very thick 

and compact steel plate fitted with teeth underneath and is 

pivotted  to the centre of the angle-do/'-r ' s C-frame in place 

of the blade. By exploiting the concentrated thrust force over 

a limited area and the penetration of the teeth, the stumper 

wedges itself under the tree stump and dislodges it. 

The stumper may have a structure similar to a very 

short and robust blade, with one-piece teeth        or a 

box-sectioned structure, with the plate placed at an angle 

in order to boost the machine's deviated thrusts in 

this case, the teeth are weldrd perpendicularly to the plate. 

In order to root out the stump of large trees which 

are sawn at the base of the trunk, it is necessary to cut off 

the roots and split up the trunk Into many parts which are then 

removed separately.  l-'nr this purpose, a long sharp raking shore 

is welded to the side of the stumper, perpendicularly to the 

plate, and is designed to penetrate the stump and to split it. 

- Traction Stumper 

This is similar to a »ingle-toothed ripper and is both 

long and robust. It could be hydraulically controlled or by a 

winch. The tooth is curved and sharp} sinking into the ground, 

it roots up the stumps and rocks, rips and cuts off tb¿ roots. 



ì.^.,4.      ' iront, ^n^   a..!   ""-"-i\ing   r> f   ' rui'-rpr'-vth   and   Rubble. 

T,hi3   is   th"  most   common   1 and-c 1 ear in»?   operation.   The 

imo lements   iis"d   have  a   similar   structure   but   differ   consider- 

ably   in   the   flolutmi.s   riven   to   the   details   ia   relation  to   the 

type   of   use:   mul ti-u-nliriUnti   equipment   (somewhat   light)   or 

prevailingly   specialized   < som«-whu '..   heavy):   they  are   used   to 

fell   trees   of   small   diameter,   remove   stamps   or   rock  and   stony 

outcropping«.    <~i>'ar   the   ground   of   low   vegetation,   push and 

pile   the   residual   debris. 

-   ti lade  ííake 

This   implement   is   available   in   a  wide   variety of   types; 

of   similar   conception     and   consists   of  a   strong   frame,   which 

approximately   resembles   the   shape   of  an  angle-dozer,   and   upon 

which   curved   teeth  are   fixed   frontally.      These   jut   out  and 

art.'   carv»d   downwards,    ¡he   teeth   could   be:   fixed  or   removable, 

with   two   points   (and   therefore   reversible^   with   or   without   an 

interchangeable   point,   long  or   short;   according   to   the  type   of 

use.      The   blade   rali e s   are,   practically,   multi-toothed  pitchforks 

with   suitable   < h<ip '   and   strength   to   «iver.ome   the   specific   diffi- 

culties   encnuntrnrt   in    t:i«    1 and- •: If ac mg  operation. 

The   tee th-beor lau;   f.-amt   "xteiMS   itself   upwards   to   form 

a   strong   shell,« r  und   is   in«, lin»;d   i'orwai-'J   aid   supported   by  many 

beams   to   act.   a*  a   thrust   ^ross   ne »ber   to   fell   trees   and   as  a 

tr* I 'is   to   stuck   and   pile   masses   of   vegetation. 

"h»-   rukia;;   biiiile    is   lix~d   in   place   of   the   angle-blade; 

ami   its   angular   pos* lion   is   be*, t,   suited   for   the   piling  of   rubble 

into   piles  which  are   then   remove!   ry   loaders   or   burned  on   the 

spot. 



Rake   b'arle-i   urt-   alio    na i . ab i •    ! ^r   more   specialize;! 

rnd   heavier   tanks   (especially   for   tavkri   auch   as   the   removal 

of   boulders   or   stumps)   or   for  useo?  a  nere  general   and   lighter 

naturp   (such   as   thf   removal    ami   rooting   up   of   bushes,    the 

clearing   o ;'   the    lard). 

A   typical   solution    is   »hat   consisting   of  a   toothed 

plate   which   is   fixed   to   the   angle-dozer   blade   by  means   of 

welded   supports   arid   hinges. This   implement   is 

easily  dismantled  and   converts   th"   anglr-dozer   suitable   for 

lighter   operations   such  as   the   remova'   of   slightly   resisting 

vegetation   or   the   transporting  and   collecting  o.'   debris. 

1 . J . ").    Drui'fing   of   filled    t ruiiKs 

This  operation   can   be   carried   out   by  applying a   winch 

to   the   dn/er,   as  described    in   1.1.4.   ''or   the  dragging  or   skidd- 

ing   of   trunks,    the  do/.er   is   a   suitable  machine   for   every   type 

of   terrain  whilst   the   ^kidder  -  as   a  wheeled   machine  -  has 

certain   1 ini Is   of  .npiny   : ri   ro'ati ^ii   ' o   t!,e   consistency   of   the 

terrain   ami   to   the  vulnerability   of   the   tyres   (lagging  rocks 

or   wood). 

The   winch   is   a   fundamental    equipment   for   the   use   of 

the   do?'>r   it.   I :n.d-c I ear i rp   operations. 

1.3.      .'iinerl'i c i ul   nlnHrinji   of   i,ho    land 

if   lue   « ':<r> I m '.a 1.1 on   o)    'he   soil    is   foreseen   for  agri- 

cultural   growth   or   replanting,    ift--r   having   provided   for   the 

uprooting   of   the.«   superficial   vegetation,   it   is   necessary   to 

destroy   the   bur ieri   roots,    to   crumble   the   superficial   rugged- 

no ss   and   to   i hon   up   the   debris. 

In   this   operational    nhase,    the   dozer   is   used   for   the 

tow in/'   of   various   equipments. 



- Root-sh^ari i r   hir v 

It  substitutos   eh«  angl e-do/.er   implement,   is  mounted 

at   the  refer and   i;   pi^otted   by means   of  push  arma  t>   the  hin¿«u 

arts  of   the  do7T'i  i-iiame. 

ft   lie«  horizontally an3,   by   ««an*  of  hydruuiic   jaclvT, 

ia   funk   Into   the  ground and  towed   no  as   to  tear  up   the  buried 

roots. 

- Rolling Choppers 

This   is  a  hollo»  rol1, which   is   filiad with water  to 

weigh  it  dovn   to   Wie  ground.   The  drum  of   the   chopper   has welded 

on   longitudinally  cutting  blades,   it   ia  towed  by the dozer and 

carries  out very accurate work of  superficial   clearance  of the 

foil as   the  result of  its weight and  knife-action,  which chop 

up   the  rext-ining vegetation and  shatter  the  crust of   the  soil, 

without   crusing  any  Jamago   to   it   in  dapth.   Tho   crushing drun,   iu 

used  singularly  or   ia  groups  of   two   or   three  units. 

- Dine  Harrows   for    .an*'   Clearing 

These  arr   implements w,'ii:h  are   towed   to  execute   super- 

ficial   works   on   the   soil   beiore   it   is   ready  for  cultivation. 

Their  coupon   choractrrir.tics  «re   their  heavy  supporting  f rar > 

for   the   provided    t'sc.i  and   their  cutting radial   soctors.   Th< 

harrovs   can  be   pi   ceil   either   In  a  perpendicular  or   inclined 

position   in  relation   to  the  direction  of   the dozer's   pr&greis. 

If   the   fruffle   It   . ,>rs hruct. 4   in  r\ V-sha-. .<*   for»,   th"   harrow 

slmili tai-i.c".'i'•  p'-ei^nts  countirpoaod  movements wii,h respect 

to   tho  dirocMor.   of   Lne  <B'i îh 1 :i- 's  progress.     The  frtmo  of  the 

V-shaped   harrov ray  !>e  rigid  or   flc-.ible  and,   in   this   case,   j'. T 

• itting  may be  manual .   mechanical   cable,   or  hydraulic. 



2.  Path opening 

The clearing of land for development requires the open- 

ing of paths for access to «achines and labourers and for th« 

dragging of felled trunks right up fron the shearing sit« to 

tha piling of trunks for hauling away on transport vehicles. 

The path opening is rudimental if the patha are dea__ 

tined for temporary use (e.g. for some months) and, namely, 

until the land clearing of a particular area is completed. 

Later on, if these areas are not abandoned, after a mora or 

leas lengthy period of Inactivity, they may be repaired by 

using the same layout or are completely reset. The procedure 

is justifiable from an economical viewpoint since these paths 

are for an immediate purpose and do not require maintenance. 

Instead, if the paths are later transformed into 

communication roads for access to hydroelectric stations, 

mines, grazing grounds or places of tourist interest, the 

initial undertaking will be more accurate as they will be 

arranged, at a later period, ccording to rot .-constructing 

techniques. 

In any case, the spocifie irnrhine Por the opening of 

paths is the tract-type tractor with a aemi-U blade having a 

hydraulic "tilt". 

The "class" selection of the tractor is very different 

since it depends on the type of ground to move (sandy, clayiah, 

mixed with rock or really rocky) and by the section of the trees 

to be felled.  In these multi-*pplication operations, the dozer 

has the advantage of having the hydraulic tilt available. For 

more engaging tree-felling work, machines and equipment indicated 

in the chapter on land-clearing are nade use of. (If the under- 

taking is particularly simple, even the land-clearing angle-dozer 

may be adopted, as mentioned earlier in point 1). 



2.1.  '.quipping cl carini' macuir.es. 

2.¡.1. Blade with semi-l profile 

In relation to the straight blade, the semi-U blade 

develops a more effective cutting action at its extreme ends 

which are angled m a forward position and offers a greater 

brush rack for greater load carry capacity. 

2.1.2. Hydraulic Tilt. 

When set in the "tilt" position, the "bull" blade is 

inclined in such a way as to point one of its ends to the 

ground. The hydraulic control of the tilt permits the blade 

to move continually and promptly according to the operator's 

intentien. 

The blade in a tilt position is particularly effect- 

ive to oust slabs of rock or logs from the ground and to pile 

the loads of debris as its inclination can bt continuously 

adapted to the irregularity of the terrain 'aring the tractor's 

forward motion. 

The tilt position of the blade is also used to shatter 

the surface of the soil, analogously to the ripping up when 

it is necessary to facilitate the digging process or to provoke 

a reaction in thr ground whoa help is needed by the tractor to 

maintain its direction if it swerves as a result of ground ob- 

stacles or those of the load (excavation or vegetation debris) 

piled up not uniformity. 

2.1.3. Power Shift Transmission 

The need of having a Dower shift transmission depends 

from the same reasons discussed in l.i.l. regarding land clear- 

ing.  Analogously, there is a great advantage in the combina- 

tion of an oil-bath clutch transmission with the power shift 

transmission. 



2.1.4.      Protective   ijuurrls   and   Inuipoitig   ol    Lhe   Clearing   Machines 

( .->*»   poin t   1 . ! . J.) 

¿.1.5. Winch 

The   winch  which   is   appi i fri   to   the   bulldozer   is   one   nf 

the  multi-appliration     implements   used   in   lodging   road   rouslrur- 

tion. 

It   is   used   in  reserve   operations   involving  both   itself 

as   well   as   others  when   they  are   in  difficulty  or   swamped  down   in 

muddy ground;    it   nulls  out,   stumps,   break.-;   un   rocks  and   skirls 

trunks   out   nf   the   way.      A   raised   fui rifad   winch   is   recommended 

as   needy   »>qu i nraon t,   to   "ase   the   manoeuvrability   of   the   1 oad-pkidd ing 

traitor   i.'ee   point   '.1.S.) 

J.1.0.        Ripper 

Tili*;   r inner   is  an  Ritornati ve   auxiliary  tool   for   the 

bulldozer   arid   is   usefu-    i or     path-r 1 ear ing   operations.   The 

ripper   is   useful   on   clay   loam  noil   or   rork-studded   ground   since 

it   is  necessary   to   rir   the   soil,   devoid   of   vegetation,   to   render 

excavation   work  more   productive.     The   choice   of   the   type   of   ripper 

(multi-   or   single-toothed)   largely  depends   on   the   structure   of 

the   terrain. 

As   far   as   possible   and   if   the   materiul   does  not   offer 

excessive   resi stanco,   one   tends   to   choose   the   3-toothed   ripper 

(eventually   only   using   two)    for   the   sake   of   economy.      The   single- 

toothed   ripper   is  needed   when   the   breaking   of   the   soil   takes 

place   in   large   dimension   blocks   or   slabs.   The   operational   tech- 

nique   consists   of   edging   forward   at  minimum   speed  and  maximum 

depth  possible   rather   than  at  a  high   speed   and   lower depth.   At 

low   speeds,    m   fact,   wear  and   tear   of   the  dozer's  mechanical 

properties   and   the  dynamic   stress   intensity  are   reduced. 



We regret that borne of the pages in the microfiche 

copy of this report may not be up to the  proper 

legibility standards,even though the best  possible 

copy was used for preparing the master fiche 



Ripping operations of a certain intensity call for the 

use of a bulldozer classified in the upper echelons  for the 

necessary power and weight to boost the traction power and the 

penetration of the teeth into the ground. 

2.1.7.  Rolling Choppers 

These implements are pulled by tract-type tractors and 

may be either simple choppers or vibrating ones which furrow 

the soil crust even in depth. Thc cbc; . ir,;j evens the soil sur- 

face and tamns it to allow the downflow of water and therefore 

giving the path a longer life. 

Heavily ballasted grilled rolls are used in soil tillage 

when it is necessary to disintegrate rock outcroppings to render 

the surface hard and sufficiently smooth and to diminish the 

excessive wear of the tyres of load vehicles which ply back and 

forth. 



17 - 

Conclusion 

The tract-type dozer,  specially equipped, is a uni- 

versal Bachine for use in forest sites. 

1. In land-clearing operations, the tract-type anala-dozer 

is the noat suitable version having,as it does, the 

following distinct characteristics i 

a) power-shift transmission, preferably with a clutch 

(in place of a converter)) protective guards for aan and 

machine; 

b) availability of Interchangeable special équipaient 

with angle blade or substitutes of the entire tractor 

group: to fell trees, remove stumps, uproot vegetative 

growth and dispose of litter accumulated froa the cleared 

land) 

c) availability of rear or towed equipment to rip the 

embedded roots, to ;arry out tillage work on the soil 

to achieve as close to the desired condition for plant 

growth as possible} 

d) availability of the winch for the skidding of trunks. 

2. In path-opening works, 

the suitable version is the track-type bulldozer, with 

the following distinct characteristicst 

a) equipping the clearing aachines as in land-clearing 

operations; 

b) bulldozer equipment consisting of a seai-U blade with 

hydraulic tilt; 

c) availability of the winch or ripper according to the 

need for a special tool. 
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Introduction 

The Industry of products derived fro« the exploita- 

tion of forest wealth - which includes the industries for the 

cutting of wood, for the production of cellulose, of paper, 

plywood and chipped wood - is today of an outstanding import- 

ance to many countries and, for soae, constitutes the aajor 

source of revenue. 

At the very basis of the complex and diversified in- 

dustrial cycles of the conversion of forest products, are the 

land-clearing works which are largely carried out by means of 

tracked earth-moving vehicles, fitted out and equipped with 

special mechanical tools. 

It is known that, in the industry of forest products, 

there is a particular case of exploitation of the forest and 

woodland "cultures", practised with highly organized criteria 

and with the use of specialized wheeled machines and wheeled 

log loaders, equipped with a wide variety of interchangeable 

implements.  At a more developed technical level and, subject 

to future growth, this type of industry is linked with the 

environmental  characteristics, such as, the climatic condi- 

tions, the lay of thr land and its nature. 

Moreover, it implies the selection of suitable wood 

varieties and a sufficiently orderly arrangement of plants 

in tillage programmes. 

Outside of this specialized sector, suitably equipped 

tracked earth-moving vehicles may be used everywhere in 

forest works and the dozer, in particular, plays an irreplace- 

able role. 



rhe   track-type   tractor,   suitably  fitted   out   and 

equipped  with   appropriate   implements,   is  the   basic   machine 

for  all   forest-sit*»  works   si ice   they  require   : 

- thrusting power 

- grappling power 

stability   ion  sloping  or   impervious   terrain) 

manoeuvrability   (in   restricted   spaces) 

floatability   (ou   vieldir.g  ground). 

The   operational   sectors   of   the  dozer  are   schematici] iy 

the   fol lowing   : 

1. hand  clearing 

2. Track   opuniag 

Land   ( tearing 

The   uprooting   of   vegetation  and   the  clearing   of 

debris  has  as   major   scopes   :   the   gathering of  raw   materials 

for  wood   industry,   th«  preparation   of   land  for   reforestation 

programmes   and   CIOP  production   or   the   opening   of  areas  of 

settiement. 

In  order   to   caro'   out   thesb   '.asks,   thu  angle-dozer 

with mechanical   ar1 in ; tment   is   used   for   the  felling   of  trees, 

to   undermin»   tree-stumps,   to   uproot,   bushes and   undergrowth, 

to   pile   up     the   rubale,   to   skid   the   tree-trunks   to   the 

collection  urea  and   to   ir»".are   th**   land   for  further   project». 

The   angle-dozer   is   chosen   for   land  clearing   because  of 

the   special   implements  which are   l »tt;d   to  it   straight  or   in 

an  angular  position     according   to   the   characteristics of  the 

operation.      The  unflo-do/er ' r   tnrust   l-frame,   because  of   its 

carrying  structure,   nro/idej   th--   maximum freedom  of   choice 



of   implements   while   the   bulldozer   -  having   its   thrust-arms 

hinged   to   th*>   biado   -  would   render   the   substitution   of   im- 

plements  more   difficult,   jiore  expensive  and  more   toilsome: 

there   would   neither   be   the   possibility   of   turning   the   blade 

at  an  angle. 

As   far   as   the  working  conditions  permit,   the  angle- 

dozer   is  capable   of   opening  new   transit   lanes     and   for   the 

skidding  of   tree-trunks   (     !ee  Point  2). 

1 . I The   rigging   out  of    the  angle-dozer 

1.1.1 'nwor   shift   transmission 

The   quicl»   reversible  gear   is  a  necessary  condition 

for   the   safety   o?    the   operator  and  a   safeguard   for   the  machine 

in   case  of  danger   («-.;>..    th»>   falling  down  of   tre^s,   ditches 

hidden   by   vegetation,   th i civ   roots   emerging   from   the   ground 

after   trees ar-   f\ 111). 

The inching oednl control permits the dosing of a 

sufficiently gradua' progrès of the machine when working 

close   to  obstructions. 

Another   condition    n   that   of   combining   the   clutch 

to   the   pow<T   slult   gear.   This   facilitates   the   use   of   the 

machine's   total   thrust  power  anr!   sensitizes   the   operator. 

In   fact,   the   rigid   friction  gearing   immediately  gives  the 

operator  the   sensation  or   feeling  of   the  variations   of  re- 

sistance  to   the  dozer's  advancement. 

1.1.2, Protec tions 

The   bulldozer  must   Pi-  protected   in  order   to  provide 

safety   to   the   operator  end   to  avoid  any damage   to   the  machine 

as   it  penetrates   into  the   vegetation during work:   The   causes 



of damage are : ground obstacles (nrotruding rocks and roots); 

impacts against branches and bushes, the  falling of trees. 

A thick frame, àxed ia   rr. lation to the operator's 

seat and linked by means of two uveeps to the radiator shield, 

protects The operator, the engine and the exhaust pipe. The 

sweeps must be shaped in such e va/ as to facilitate the ma- 

chine's penetration into ta» rorf ri..  '. heavy-'iuty cab guard 

and rear and lateral grill guards are applied to the tractor 

to prevent branches ci   I'oi '.e.pc   from  entering. These guards are 

applied to the R.O.".S. (Rol 1-cv-r Protective Structure). The 

protection must have r, u ff ic ' f-nt resistance to support the 

rolling-over of   the *rfictor, 

Various sheilas ".r< foffeoij in c;rtaip. parts of the 

machine to protect thr nojt do W -ate mechanical parts. 

1 . "' . 3.  Winch 

A  heavy-ilu ly   tnving  w.nch   >s   used   and   applied   to   the 

rear  of   the  nachi'e   H*   <\   rr-nverrrt   height     to   nkid   felled 

tree-trunks,   even   of  a   ciusidoratlH   diameter,or  a   bunch  of 

them  by  keeping   *he   ena   off   ihr   ¿round   to  avoid   any  possible 

stumbling  over   obstacles. 

For   such  a  purpose ,   a   ruir<'d   Ir.irlead is   often 

used  as   an  accessory   to   t\\f   winch  w>ti;h  hoists   the   cable's 

pulling   line   in  reltMon   :,c   tho   grourd.     Generally,   the  winch 

has  also  a  tow-hook   for   towing   sl'id^es,   rollini;   choppers  and 

other   implements   for   ground   ^reparation. 

The  dozer   provided   with  a  vinch   i*j   suitable   for   towing 

operations  on  difficult,   steep,   muddy ground   filled with jutting 

rocks  or   sharp  wooden   «;pikc3  vh°re   special   wheeled  machines 

for   skidding  would  not   be   sifficieitly   effective   or  would   be 

exposed   to  excessive   tyre  da.in^e   and  vear. 



1.2.       Clearance  of vegetation   from   land 

It   is  statali   that,   In   th«  mor«  advanced   industry  of 

forestry,   trees are accurately  foiled   at «round  level  to   ob- 

tain a greater quantity  of  raw material   for  industrial  trans- 

foration.   In this  case,   a  truck-type   tractor  is more often 

used,   fitted as   it  is vith a  troe-shearer  in  front  to shear 

traes    whose diameter   is not over  60  cm  (23.3  ins.)   by cutt- 

ing  the« at    ground level. 

However,   the  common mechanical   saw  is  still widely 

used. 

Otherwise,   whan   the  exploitation  of   the  trunk is  more 

rudimental   or when    it  constitutes  a   sub-product  of  land- 

clearing,   or  there   is  an  abundance   of   underwood and bushes, 

the  angle-dozer  finds  P   vast area  of application,   fitted with 

suitable  implements  for   : 

1.2.1. tree-i'o LI ing, 

1.2.2. land-clearing wi'h   chain, 

1.2.3. st,uo>p   Jf r;gln£ 

1.2.4. uprooting and   removing  undergrowth and  rubble, 

1.2.5. dragging  of   felled   trunks. 

1.2.1. rref-felHng 

ïhe   following   special   top1ementa are  usedt 

-  Angle  shear   blade  for   tre^-fel ling 

This   is  a  fixed   position  blade,   set at an  angle   of 

305   with a  curved  shapo  of   the  moulr'toard  and   having a  thick 

cutting edge r.nd  a  stinger  device  at   the   extreme  end,   both 

capable of  being  re-sharpened   and   replaced   (welded  elements). 

The   stinger     cuts   into   the   trunk  ani   splits   it as  a result of 

the   of f-co:'Irci!   llrust   c     ''".   ':w¿cr:    ! he  blade  completes   the 

demolition.   On   th*>  upper  pa^-t  at   th«?   Made,   a guide  bar     - 
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- Tree  Pusher   (Pig.   4 and   4A 

This   is  a   rigid   frame,   nade   up   of   two   converging 

brackets,   hinged   to   the   top  of   the  C-frame   of   the  dozer  and 

fixed   by  means   of   forks  and   pins   to   the   blade.   At   the   vertex 

of   the   two   arms   is   a   tooth   or  a   spur  with  multiple   teeth,   both 

well   sharpened.   The attachment     is  placed   on   the   blade   in  a  straight 

position  and   has   its   end   pointing  upwa.-d. 

It   is   used   in   the   felling   process   of   tree-uprooting   since   it 

exerts  a  much  greater   force   on   the   tree-trunk   than  on   the 

ground.   Therefore,    the   stump  digging  operation   is  eliminated. 

But   since   the   tree-felling  process   is   very  crude   and   the   logs 

and   roots  are   ripped   out   together,   many  deep  holes  are   formed 

in   the  ground  and   these  will   eventually  have   to   be  filled  up 

again. 

There are also alternatives of the tree-pusher which completely 

substitute the angle-dozer attachment, preserving at the same 

time   the  hinges  and   the  control   by means  of hydraulic   jacks. 

- Tree  boom   (Fig.   5) 

This is a frame with a square rack, for both angle and straight 

dozers and can be either detachable or welded. The transversal 

bar of the frame,  supported by angular cross members, consti- 

tutes the element of thrust of the implement and, considering 

its length, can act upon different trunks simultaneously. The 

tree boom is used in medium stock brushwood and can be applied 

both to the angle blade as well as to the brush-removing blade. 

1.2.2.   Land clearing with chain 

This method is adopted with a good result especially in up- 

rooting the brushwood of an arid or semi-arid type. 



A couoo naval anchor chain in used for the purpose and both 

its ends are attached to the tow bar of two angle dozers, of 

suitable power and rigged for forest-site work. 

By moving in parallel line and at a certain distance fron one 

another, the track-type tractors drag the chain which forms a 

curved line  and, when scraping the ground, rips up the vege- 

tation along the strip of land contained between the two towing 

dozeis.  The dozers are placed at a distance which is equivalent 

to '/) of the chain's length. The latter is divided into seg- 

ments to better overcome the resistances and each segment is 

linked to the other by joints. The diameter of the chain's rings 

is 50 + 80 HUB ( 1 .9  +5 ins.), according to the type of vegeta- 

tive growth  and to the class of the machines selected to tow 

it.  Often, a third angle-dozer is called in as an auxiliary 

and is equipped with a plate or tree pusher which follows the 

course of the chain and intervenes at points of major resist- 

ance, to loosen it from any stubborn  obstruction and to render 

the operation more regular and continuous.  The auxiliary dozer 

will handle the felling of larger sized trees which cannot be 

uprooted by the chain.  At times the chain is weighed down by 

one or more spheres - full or filled with cement - and at a 

set distance between them. This is done to prevent the chain 

from riding high on the vegetation instead of staying at ground 

level.  This system cannot be adopted if the terrain is wet, 

muddy or very irregular. The dragged spheres or balls have a 

diameter of 1.20 + 1.80 m (3 ft. 9 ins. + 5 ft. 9 ins.) and 

a weight of 2 + 6 tons.   In chain clearing, it is preferable 

to pass twice over the same area and in perpendicular direc- 

tions. 



J. î. •St uap   Digging 

The   stumps   which   remain   buried,because   the    trunks   have 

been   sawn   or   sheared   by   means   of   tree-shears   or   split  at   the 

foot   of   the   tree,   are   removed   by  means   of   sui tab 1 e at ta'hmentR . 

-   Stumper   for   s tump-d igg ing   (Fig.   b   and f<K, 

As   for   all    Ìand -c1 earing   equipments,   different   versions   are 

available.    Kssen t ia 1 1 y,    the atu.hment      consists   of   a   very   thick 

and   compart   steel   plate   fitted   with   teeth   underneath  and   is 

pivotted      to    the   centre   of   the   anfy I e-d o / ->r ' s   f-fraine   in   place 

of   the   blade.    By   exploiting   the   concentrated   thrust   force   over 

a   limited   area   and   the   penetration   of   the   teeth,   the   stumper 

wedges   itself   under   the   tree   stump   and   dislodges   it. 

The   stumper   may   have  a   structure   similar   to   a  very 

short  and   robust  blade,   with  one-piece   teeth or  a 

box-sectioned   structure,   with   tne   plate   placed   at   an  angle 

in   order   to   boost   the  machine's  deviated   thrust:    in 

this  case,   the   teeth  are  welded   perpendicularly   to   the  plate. 

In   order   to   root   out   the   stump   of   large   trees which 

are   sawn  at   the   base   of   the   trunk,   it   is  necessary   to  cut   off 

the   roots  and   split   up   the   trunk   into   many   parts  which are   then 

removed   separately.     For   this  purpose,   a   long   sharp   raking   shore 

is   welded   to   the   side   of   the   stumper,   perpendicularly   to   the 

plate,   and   is   designed   to   penetrate   the   stump   and   to   split   it. 

-   Traction   Stumper   (Fig.    0 

This   is   siailar   to a   single-toothed   ripper   and   is   both 

long and   robust.      It   could be  hydraulically   controlled  or   by a 

winch.   The   tooth   ia   curved and   sharp;   sinking   into   the  ground, 

it   roots   up   the   stuaps  and rocks,   rips   and  cuts   off   the  roots. 
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I.J.4.  Uprooting and Removing of Undergrowth and Debris. 

This is the most couoo land-clearing operation. The 

attachments used have a similar structure but differ consider- 

ably in the solutions given to the details in relation to the 

type of use: multi-application equipment (somewhat light) or 

prevailingly specialized (somewhat heavy): they are used to 

fell trees of small diameter, remove stumps or rock and stony 

outcroppings, clear the ground of low vegetation, push and 

pile the residual debris. 

- Blade Rake  (Fig. >< and 'A) 

This attachment is available in a wide variety of types; 

of similar conception  and consists of a strong frame, which 

approximately resembles the shape of an angle-dozer, and upon 

which curved teeth are fixed frontally.  These jut out and 

are carved downwards. The teeth could be: fixed or removable, 

with two points (and therefore reversible) with or without an 

interchangeable point, long or short; according to the type of 

use.  The blade rakes are, practically, multi-toothed pitchforks 

with suitable shape and strength to overcome the specific diffi- 

culties encountered in the land-clearing operation. 

The teeth-bearing frame extends itself upwards to form 

a strong shelter and is inclined forward and supported by many 

beams to act as a thrust cross member to fell trees and as a 

trellis to stack and pile masses of vegetation. 

The rakin? blade is fixed in place of the angle-blade; 

and its angular position is best suited for the piling of debris 

into piles which are then removed by loaders or burned on the 

spot. 



Rake   blades  are   also  available   for   more   specialized 

nnd   heavier   tasks   (especially   for   tasks   such   as   the   renoval 

of   boulders   or   stussps)   or   for   useof   a   rcore   general   and   lighter 

nature   (such   as   the   removal   and   rooting   up   of   busnes,   the 

clearing   of   the   land). 

A   typical   solution   is   that   consisting   of  a   toothed 

plate  which   is   fixed   to   the  angle-dozer   blade   by means  of 

welded   supports   and   hinges.     This  attachment   is 

easily  dismantled   and   converts   the  angle-dozer   suitable   for 

lighter   operations   such   as   the   renoval   of   slightly   resisting 

vegetation   or   the   transporting  and   collecting   of  debris. 

1.2.5.   Dragging  of   felled   trunks 

This   operation   can   be   carried   out   by  applying a winch 

to   the  dozer,   as   described   in   1.1.4.   For   the  dragging  or   skidd- 

ing  of   trunks,   the   dozer   is  a   suitable   machine   for   every   type 

of   terrain   whilst   the   skidder   -  as  a  wheeled   machine   -  has 

certain  limits   of  employ   in  relation  to  the  consistency  of   the 

terrain  and   to   the   vulnerability  of  the   tyres   (jagged     rocks 

or  wood). 

The winch   is an   essential  piece of     equipment   for   the   use   of 

the  dozer   in   land-clearing  operations. 

1.3.     Superficial   clearing  of   the  land 

If   the   exploitation  of   the  soil   is  foreseen  for agri- 

cultural  growth  or   replanting,   after  having  provided  for  the 

uprooting  of   the   superficial   vegetation,   it   is  necessary  to 

destroy  the   buried   roots,   to  crumble  the  superficial   rugged- 

ness  and  to   chop   up  the  debris. 

In   this   operation, the  dozer   is  used   for  the 

towing  of   various pieces of equipment. 



-  Root-shearing  blade   (Fig. r>) 

It   substitutes   the   angle-dozer attachment,       is   Mounted 

at   the   rear  and   is  pivotted   by means   of  push  arts   to   the   hinged 

arts   of   the   dozer's   C-frame. 

It   lies  horizontally and,   by  leans   of   hydraulic   jacks, 

is   sunk   into  the  ground   and   towed   so  as   to   tear   up   the   buried 

roots. 

- Rolling  (hoppers   (Fig.   10) 

This   is  a  hollow   roll  which   is   filled  with   water   to 

weigh   it   down   to   the   ground.   The  drum  of   the   chopper   has   welded 

on   longitudinally  cutting   blades.   It   is   towed   by   the   dozer  and 

carries   out  very accurate   work of   superficial   clearance   of  the 

soil   as   the  result  of   its   weight and  knife-action,   which   chop 

up   the   remaining  vegetation  and   shatter   the   crust   of   the   soil, 

without   causing any damage   to   it  in  depth.   The   crushing  drum  is 

used   singularly  or   in   groupa   of  two   or   *hree   units. 

- Disc   Harrows   for  Land  Clearing   (Fig.    11) 

These  are    attachments which  are   towed   to   execute   super- 

ficial   works  on   the   soil   before   it   is   ready  for   cultivation. 

Their   common  characteristics  are  their  heavy  supporting   frame 

for   the   provided  discs   and   their   cutting  radial   sectors.   The 

harrows   can  be   placed   oither   in  a  perpendicular   or   inclined 

position   in  relation   to   the  direction   of   the  dozer's   progress. 

If   the   frame   is   constructed   in  a V-shap..-^   form,   the  harrow 

simultaneously presents   counterposed  movements  with  respect 

to   the   direction   of   the   nach in*} ' s   progress.     The   frame   of   the 

V-shaped  harrow may  be   rigid  or  flexible and,   in   tb*a   case,   its 

setting  may be  manual,   mechanical   cable,   or  hydraulic. 



2.      Path   Opening 

The   clearing   of   land   for  development   requires   the   open- 

ing   of   paths   for   access   to   machines   and    labourers     and   for   the 

dragging   of   felled   trunks   right   up   from   the   sheariag   site   to 

the   piling   of   trunks   for   hauling  away   on   transport   vehicles. 

The   path   opening   is   rudimental    if   the   Maths   are   des_ 

tined   for   temporary   use    (e.g.   for   some   months)   and,   namely, 

until   the   land   clearing   of   a   particular   -.rea   is   completed. 

Later   on,    if   these   areas   are  not  abandoned,   after  a   more   or 

less   lengthy   period   of   inactivity,   they   may   be   repaired   by 

using   the   same   layout   or   are  completely   reset.   The   procedure 

is   justifiable   from  an   economical   viewpoint   since   these   paths 

are   for   an   immediate   purpose  and  do  not   require  maintenance. 

Instead, if the paths are later transformed into 

communication roads for access to hydroelectric stations, 

mines, grazing grounds or places of tourist interest, the 

initial undertaking will be more accurate as they will be 

arranged, at a later period, according to road-constructing 

techniques. 

In   any  case,   the   specific  machine   for   the   opening   of 

paths   is   the   tract-type      tractor  with  a   semi-U  blade   having  a 

hydraulic   "tilt". 

The   "class"   selection of   the   tractor   is   very different 

since   it  depends  on   the   type  of ground   to   move   (sandy,   clayish, 

mixed  with   rock  or   really   rocky)   and   by   the   section   of   the   trees 

to   be   felled.      In  these   multi-application   operations,   the   dozer 

has   the   advantage  of   having  the  hydraulic   tilt  available.   For 

more  engaging  tree-ftiling  work,  machines  and  equipment   indicated 

in  the  chapter  on  land-clearing are  made   use  of.   (if   the   under- 

taking  is  particularly   simple,   even  the   land-clearing angle-dozer 

may be  adopted,   as  mentioned earlier   in   point   1). 
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2.1.      Supplying     clearing  «achines. 

2   1.1.   Blade  with   semi-U  profile 

In   relation   to   the   straight  blade,   the   semi-U  blade 

develops  a  «ore  effective   cutting  action   at   ita   extreme   ends 

which  are  angled   in  a   forward  position   and   offers   a  greater 

brush   rack   for  greater   load   carry  capacity. 

2.1.2.     Hydraulic  Tilt. 

Whon   set   in   the   "tilt"  position,   the   "bull"   blade   is 

inclined   in   such a  way   as   to  point   one   of   its   ends   to  the 

ground.   The   hydraulic   control  of  the  tilt  permits   the  blade 

to   move   continually  and   promptly according   to   the   operator's 

intention. 

The  blade   ii.   a   tilt  position   is  particularly effect- 

ive   to   oust   slabs  of   rock   or   logs   from   the   ground   and  to  pile 

the   loads  of debris  as   its   inclination   can  be   continuously 

adapted   to   the   irregularity   of  the  terrain  during   the  tractor's 

forward  motion. 

The tilt position of the blade is also used to shatter 

the surface of the soil, analogously to the ripping up when 

it is necessary to facilitate the digging process or to provoke 

a reaction in the ground when help is needed by the tractor to 

maintain its direction if it swerves as a result of ground ob- 

stacles or those of the load (excavation or vegetation debris) 

piled  up not  uniformily. 

2.1.3.       Power  Shift  Transmission 

The  need of  having  a power  shift  transmission is 

similar to that as cut lined  in paragraph    1.1.1.   regarding   land  clear- 

ing.     Analogously,   there   is  a great advantage   in   the  combina- 

tion of an oil-bath clutch  transmission with the  power shift 

transmission. 
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2.1.4. Protective Guards and Kquipping of the Clearing Machines 

(See point 1.1.2.) 

2.1.5. Winch 

The winch which is applied to the bulldozer is one of 

the multi-application  „ lacrimante  used in logging road construc- 

tion. 

It is used in reserve operations involving both itself 

as well as others when they are in difficulty or swamped down in 

muddy ground; it pulls out stumps, breaks up rocks and skids 

trunks out of the way.  A raised fairlead winch is recommended as 

auxiliary equipment to ease the manoeuvrability of the load-skidding 

tractor (See point 1.1.3.) 

2.1 .6.  Ripper 

This ripper is an alternative auxiliary tool for the 

bulldozer and is useful for  path-clearing operations. The 

ripper is useful on clay loam soil or rock-studded ground since 

it is necessary to rip the soil, devoid of vegetation, to render 

excavation work more productive.  The choice of the type of ripper 

(multi- or single-toothed) largely depends on the structure of 

the terrain. 

As far as possible and if the material does not offer 

excessive resistance, one tends to choose the 3-toothed ripper 

(eventually only using two) for the sake of economy.  The single- 

toothed ripper is needed when the breaking of the soil takes 

place in large dimension blocks or slabs. The operational tech- 

nique consists of edging forvard at minimum speed and maximum 

depth possible rather than at a high speed and lower depth. At 

low speeds, in fact, wear and tear of the dozer's mechanical 

properties and the dynamic stress intensity are reduced. 
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Ripping operations of a certain intensity call for the 

use of a bulldozer to provide the 

necessary power and weight to boost the traction power and the 

penetration of the teeth into the ground. 

2.1.7.  Rolling Choppers 

These attachments are pulled by tract-type tractors and 

may be either simple choppers or vibrating ones which furrow 

the soil crust eren in depth. The chopping evens the soil sur- 

face and tamps it to allow ¿he downflow of water and therefore 

giving the path a longer life. 

Heavily ballasted grilled rolls are used in soil tillage 

when it is necessary to disintegrate rock outcroppings to render 

the surface hard and sufficiently smooth and to diminish the 

excessive wear of the tyres of load vehicles which ply back and 

forth. 
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Conclusione 

The tract-type dozer,   specially  equipped,   ia a universally 

recognised  piece of   equipment  as being  'adaptable   'or  work  in the 
forests of  the world. 

1 • In  land-clearing operations,   the tract-type angle-doter 

is the most adaptable version,   particularly because of 

possessing the  following characteristies: 

a) power-shift  transmission,   preferably with a clutch 

(in place of a converter);     protective guards  for both the 

operator and  machine; 

b) availability of interchangeable special  equipment with 

angle blade or substitutes of the entire tractor group: 

to fell trees,    remove stumps, uproot vegetative growth and 

dispose of litter accumulated from the cleared land; 

c) availability of rear or other equipment  to rip the 

embedded roots,  to carry out tillage work on the soil to 

achieve as close to the desired oondition for plant growth 

as possible; 

d) availability of the winch for the skidding of tree trunks. 

2- In path-opening works,  the machine most suited is the traok- 

type buU4»ger,  with the following characteristics: 

a) supplying the clearing machines as in  land-olearing 

operations; 

b) bulldoeer equipment consisting of a sesu-U blade with 

hydraulic tilt; 

J)    availability of the winch or ripper in emergency situations. 
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protection   of   the   operator   has   n< t   been   overlooked   by   the 

' ¡anufacturers . 
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1 Lar i d__ clj^yjJlG 

The   uproetinp   of   vppp ta 11 ori   arni    the   clearing   or 

debris   ha E   ar   major   scones   the   pat hen np   of   raw   ma ti ria In   for 

1.1¡ e   wood   industry,   preparati on   of   land   for   reforestation   nr"- 

prammes   and   cron   production,   or   the   opemnp   un   of  areas   oí' 

; ett1 ement. 

In  orde:'   to   perform   these   tasks,   the   anple-dozer   vitti 

mechanical   adjustment   is   used   for   the   fellinp   of   trees,   undermine 

stumps   of   trees.,   uproot   bush*, s   and   underprowth,   mie   un   de brìi' 

and   to   skid   the   felled   trees,   m   whole   or   in   part,   to   a 

collection  area   and   to   preñare   the    land   for   further  use. 

The  anple-dozer   is   chosen   for   land   elearinp   because 

of   the   special   attachments  which   may   be   fitted   to   it.   in   either 

ar      upnpht   or  angular  position   so   as   to   fit   m  with   the   character- 

istics   of   the   job.     The   anple-dozer's   thrust   C-frame,   because   of 

its   carrying  structure,provides   the   maximum  freedom  of   choice   of 



attachments, while   the   bulldozer   -  having   Its   thrust-arms 

hinged   to   the   blade   -  wouH   render   the   substitution   of   attach 

ments more   difficult,   «ore   txpensive   and   sore   rumt ersome: 

there  wou'd  neither   be   the   possibility   of   turning   the   blade 

at   an angle. 

As   far   as   the   working   conditions   pemit,   the  angle- 

dozer   is   capable   of  opening  new   transit   lanes     and   for   the 

skidding   of   tree-trunk«   (   See   Point   2). 

1 . 1 The  rigging  out  of  the  angle-dozer 

1.1.1. Power  shift  transmission 

The   quick  reversible   gear   is  a  positive situation 

for   the  safety of   the   operator  and  a  safeguard  for   the  machine 

in   case  of  danger   (e.g.,   the   falling down  of  trees,   ditches 

hidden by  vegetation,   thick  roots  emerging  fro«  the  ground 

after  treesare  felled). 

The   inching pe^al   control   peralta  the  dozing   at  a 

reasonably gradual   progress   of   the  «achine  when  working 

close  to  obstructions. 

Another  advantage     is  that  of  combining  the   clutch 

to   the power  shift gear.   This  facilitates  the  use   of  the 

•achine's   total   thrust  power  and   sensitizes  the  operator. 

In   fact,   the  rigid  friction  gearing  i««ediately gives  the 

operator   the  sensation   or  feeling  of  the  variations  of  re- 

sistance   to  the  dozer's  advancement. 

1.1.2. Frotection 

The bulldozer «ust be protected in order to provide 

safety to the operator and to avoid any damage to the machine 

as it penetrates into the vegetation daring work: The causes 
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of   damage  tr«   :   ground   obstacle«   (protruding   rocks   and   roots) j 

impacts  against  branches  and   bushes,   the     falling   of   trees. 

A heavy  duty  frame    ,   fixed   in   relation   to   the   operator's 

seat  and   linked   by «jeans   of   two    arms        to   the   radiator   shield, 

protects   the   operator,   the   engine  and   the  exhaust   pipe.   The 

arma        must   be   shaped   in   such  a   way as   to  facilitate   the   ma- 

chine's   penetration   into   the   forest.      A   heavy-duty   cab  guard 

and   rear  and   lateral   grill   guards  are   applied   to   the   tractor 

to   prevent   branches   or   foliage   fro«  entering.   These  guards   are 

applied   to   the   R.O.P.S.   (Roll-over   Protective   Structure).   The 

protection  oust  have   sufficient   resistance   to   support   the 

rolling-over   of   the   tractor. 

Various   shelters  are  notirf-able in  certain  parts   of   the 

•achine   to  protect  the most  delicate  mechanical   parts. 

1.1.3.     Winch 

A heavy-duty towing winch is used and applied to th« 

rear of the machine at a convenient height  to skid felled 

tree-trunks, even of a considerable diameter,or a bunch of 

them by keeping the end off the ground to avoid any possible 

stumbling over obstacles. 

Por such a purpose, a raised fairlead (Pig. 1) is often 

used as an accessory to the winch which hoists the cable's 

pulling line in relation to the ground.  Generally, the winch 

has a tow hook for use when towing sleds,     rolling choppers and 

other implements for ground preparation. 

The dozer provided with a winch is suitable for towing 

operations on difficult, steep, muddy ground filled with jutting 

rocks or sharp wooden spikes where special wheeled machines 

for skidding would not be sufficiently effective or would be 

exposed to excessive tyre damage and wear. 



1.2.   Clearance of vegetation fro« land 

It is stated that, in the «ore advanced industry of 

forestry, trees are accurately felled at ground level to ob- 

tain a greater quantity of raw material for industrial trans- 

formation. In this case, a track-type tractor is aore often 

used, fitted as it is with a tree-shearer in front to shear 

trees  whose diameter is not over 60 cm (23.5 ins.) by cutt- 

ing the« at  ground level. 

However, the coman nechanical saw is still widely 

used. 

Otherwise, when the exploitation of the trunk is aore 

rudimental or when  it constitutes a sub-product of lana- 

clearing, or there is an abundance of underwood and bushes, 

the angle-dozer finds a vast area of application, fitted with 

suitable iapleaents for : 

1.2.1. tree-felling, 

1.2.2. land-clearing with chain, 

1.2.3. ituap digging, 

1.2.4. uprooting and removing undergrowth and debris, 

1.2.5. dragging of felled tree trunks. 

1.2.1.   Tree-felling 

The following special attachments  are used: 

- Angle shear blade for tree-felling (Pig.2). 

This is a fixed position blade, set at an angle of 

30V with a curved shape of the aouldboard and having a thick 

cutting edge and a stinger device at the extreae end, both 

capable of being re-sharpened and replaced (welded eleaents). 

The stinger  cats into the trunk and splits it as a result of 

the off-centred thrust of the dozer: the blade completas the 

deaolition. On the upper part of the blade, a guide bar 



strengthened by ameróos connecting elements and inclined in a 

forward position - «ay be welded as a protective device against 

falling trees. This frame is also useful to hold back low up- 

rooted vegetative growth. The inclined position of the blade 

causes the felled trees to fall alongside the tractor and al- 

ways on the same side to provide for easy collection. 

This tool is also suitable for excavation and ground levelling 

work; for drain ditch digging (in a "tilt" position) and to 

collect and pile  up the surplus material. 

With sore than one pass, it uproots the embedded logs. It is 

fixed to the C-frame in place of the angle blade. 

- "V"-blade for felling trees (Pig. 3) 

It is made up of two curved blades, converging at V. At the 

vertex it has a heavy-duty "splitter" or "stinger". The cutt- 

ing parts are two angled serrated blades with sharpened saw- 

teeth. Converging protective brush racks are welded to the 

upper extremity of the blade to cast the vegetation on both 

sides of the tractor.  It ha* truniona  hinged to the vehicle 

and these substitute the C-frame of the dozer. 

This blade is very efficient and productive in the felling of 

trees, in stump digging and in the destruction of the under- 

growth. However, it carries out a rough and disorderly demo- 

lition work which renders subsequent operations of gathering 

and land clearing more difficult. Considering the destructive 

action inflicted upon the vegetation, the "V" blade is used 

when a good output of trunk-fathering is not too important 

and the prevailing interest is to complete the vork rapidly. 

No rubble piling or excavating works can be carried out with 

this blade. 




